got a Best in Session Award for the paper Predicting Package Level Failure Modes in Multi Layered Packages at the recent IMAPS Symposium in Orlando, FL. Package technology is constantly improving in order to keep up with the advances in silicon technology. Multi layered packages exhibit several failure modes that can be predicted using modern software tools. This paper provides a methodology for creating a highfidelity model of the interposer with all the conductor geometries. The two failure modes that are explored with this model are package warpage prediction due to actual copper imbalance and filled microvia delamination. The paper can be downloaded here. For more information please contact Gil Sharon.
If we told you that this model took 10 minutes to create in Sherlock, how would that change your organization? To learn more about Sherlock Automated Design Analysis™ view the demos in the right hand column or contact Tom O'Connor to view the 3D PDF. See for yourself.
Register today for your 30 day Free Trial of Sherlock.
Upcoming Webinars

Overview of Copper Pillar Technology
Presented by Craig Hillman 
In the News
Just When We Thought Things Couldn't Get Any Smaller IMEC and Cadence have joined forces to tape out an IC structure using 5 nm features. This article provides interesting insight into their plans.
DfR Solutions Resource Center
If you've missed any of the recent (or not so recent) DfR Solutions webinars, not to worry! Slides and recordings are posted in the Resource Center on our website. Also available for your review are industry and technical papers, presentations, case studies, brochures, and other resources. If you need some information that you cannot find on our website, or have an immediate technical need, contact us.
We'll Come to You
At DfR Solutions we still believe that personal relationships are best. Our Senior Staff spend a lot of time visiting clients in order to personally ensure that their projects are going well and discussing their overall reliability needs. If you would like a personal visit from DfR Solutions, please Contact Us.
Register Now
See You There 
Sherlock Demo
Take the Sherlock Demo
3D Glasses Not Required
Click the image to see Sherlock's 3D Capabilities
Sherlock User Forum
To better accommodate the users of Sherlock Automated Design Analysis™ software, DfR Solutions has established a User Forum which will provide insight in FAQs, discussions on Sherlock releases, Feature requests, Tips and Tricks, and also where you, the user, can input your experiences.
Please go to Sherlock User Forum.
Once you enter your information you will need to wait for DfR confirmation.
